published explanations of the programme were those of Rosenberg and Feder. Rosenberg's was the first full published text of the programme, and it continued to be produced as the 'first publication of the NSDAP' in parallel to Feder's commentary, which formed Volume 1 of the National Socialist Library. 7 Each of these men meets the requirement of being 'part of an ideological elite or milieu within the movement' who acted 'as arbiters of which idea or concept counted as National Socialist and which not.' 8 As programme commentators, Rosenberg and Feder acted directly as such arbiters.
With respect to Hitler, I am most interested in his explanation of these key concepts in the years prior to the Munich Putsch. This was a period of time during which, as Steigmann-Gall noted with some justification, the Party 'articulated its vision without concern for campaign strategy or electoral posturing.' 9 I have generally limited myself to Hitler's statements closest in time to the promulgation of the programme (1920), but have also considered Mein Kampf (first published in two volumes, 1925-6).
It is not the purpose of this article to consider the possible origins of the term 'positive Christianity' -if in fact they can be ascertained. A recent study by Derek Hastings has suggested the influence of Reform Catholicism but positives Christentum is a term about which there was (and is) great ambiguity.
10 James Zabel conclusively demonstrated this ambiguity by showing that German theologians who examined the Nazis' 'positive Christianity' in depth during the 1930s came to vastly different conclusions about what it meant. As Zabel put it, it could 'mean almost anything': which was its great advantage.
11
Curiously, neither Steigmann-Gall nor Hastings has considered the longer history of 'positive Christianity' in Germany, where it meant those adhering to doctrinal or dogmatic, orthodox faith -not reformist or liberal. Zabel noted this 'traditionalist anti-liberal theological position' as the 'pre-Nazi' meaning of the term, and it was the commonly understood interpretation of 'positive Christianity' in Germany across the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century. 12 Even Meyers Konversationslexikon (common in middle-class German households) noted positive Christianity was an 'ecclesiastical, scholastic-dogmatic form.' 13 While this may not have been the meaning given to the term by the Nazis, it was without doubt one of the interpretations brought to it by 'ordinary' Germans. The question I wish to address, however, is whether such leading Nazis as Hitler, Feder, or Rosenberg promoted their own particular interpretation in which community, interconfessionality and the 'Jewish-materialist spirit' were all formed into a cohesive 'positive Christian' faith.
It was argued in The Holy Reich that the Party 'undoubtedly put the nation above confession,' but also that 'positive Christianity was a genuine effort to unite Germans under the banner of a shared religion aimed against the Jew.' 14 The latter point is the more problematic, given that this meant 'a new national religion . . . would bind Catholic and Protestant in Germany. ' 15 Both commentaries on the programme argued the Party had a stated policy of avoiding religious questions unless they offended against 'morality and ethics,' on the grounds that politics should have nothing to do with religion (and vice versa). 16 A major concern, as for Hitler, was that political interference in religion might lead to the churches adopting a political position.
17
When it came to the question of nation above denomination, Rosenberg's commentary was emphatic that this section of Point 24 was intended to describe nationalism as forming the function of syncretism. Given this was the first commentary, it bore some weight, even more so because it was declared to have been 'thoroughly checked by Adolf Hitler.' 18 While Rosenberg argued that most Germans adhered to 'extreme anti-Jewish Christianity,' it was not this religious belief that would draw them together, but National Socialism -as the 'new and yet ancient vo¨lkisch world-view' that 'alone is capable of uniting all classes and confessions in the German Volk, relying on the [ 
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Journal of Contemporary History 48(3) community-spirit.' 19 Rosenberg drew a direct correlation between 'Socialism' and this 'spirit of community.' 20 The ideal was to forge 'one community of blood, Volk and destiny,' a racialnationalist concept that was to overcome class divisions and confessional strife.
21
'Confessional struggle' was directly compared to 'class struggle' and both were viewed as causing unnecessary divisions in the nation, ultimately falling into the category of 'the enemies of German unity.' 22 Rosenberg argued strongly that one of the great dangers was that 'confessional interests' were set 'before national [interests] .' 23 This included the 'international religious idea' of Christianity because it placed greater emphasis on those joined in faith across national boundaries than on 'racial-national' concerns. 24 The process should be the opposite: national interests should take priority over those of any given confession. 25 In Mein Kampf Hitler argued 'the racial question gives the key not only to world history, but to all human culture,' and this point of view was certainly already expressed in Rosenberg's commentary. 26 While Hitler wrote to Adolf Gemlich in 1919 that Jews formed 'a non-German, foreign race' with its own 'racial characteristics . . . its own feeling, thinking, and striving,' Rosenberg argued 'nonGermans' would pursue 'completely different intellectual (geistig), political, racial ends.' 27 For Rosenberg this drew on the 'insight' that 'the Japanese, Negro or Jew following his own innermost nature can only be himself, not a European.' 28 Hence he referred to the 'racial interests' of the Jews, who were a 'parasitic desert-people' or a 'counter-race' to Europeans. 29 'Bastardisation' was the only result of any 'merger with the basically different and enemy Jewish counter-race, completely different according to its entire spiritual and physical structure . . .'.
30
The 'highest principle' was 'protection of the Volk and race,' meaning that 'racial-national purity' and the securing of the interests of the German nationrace were major emphases. 31 This included eugenics, and it was from 'fanatically nationalist and fanatically socialist thought' that Rosenberg argued the 'problem of old-age pensions' could be solved, by also being 'completely unsentimental and without breeding material of lesser value and erecting mental institutions.' 32 It was only from 'racial thought' that the idea of 'the genuine nation-state (Volksstaat)' was to be achieved, and this racial thought was 'the final measure of the entirety of our temporal affairs.' 33 Institutions and concepts that did not measure up on such a racial yardstick were described as unvo¨lkisch, 'un-national.' 34 Given the world was conceived in such racial terms, it is hardly surprising that the ultimate arbiter of religion was 'racially conditioned' morality: 'German morality is the Germanic attitude towards life.' 35 Rosenberg was even more clear in his major work The Myth of the Twentieth Century (1930) that the 'racial soul' dictated what was appropriate in religion.
In this latter work, Rosenberg's notion of 'positive Christianity' was defined in opposition to 'negative Christianity,' which he saw as represented by the Churches: 'Today we recognise that the central and supreme values of the Roman and the Protestant Church as negative Christianity cannot fit with our soul . . . they stand in the way of the organic strengths of the Nordic-racial peoples. ' 36 Whereas Steigmann-Gall claimed that Rosenberg 'made no mention' of positive Christianity, he clearly did. 'Das positive Christentum' was used by Rosenberg at least twice in contrasting 'negative and positive Christianity,' which were 'forever in a battle.' 37 In the Official Commentary, Feder supported Christianity in broad terms, though adding that the programme was not the place to discuss the 'hopes' that a new German form of 'knowledge of God' might be discovered in the future. 38 This statement is intriguing for two reasons. First, it implied there might well be a place to discuss such new forms. Secondly, the term that Feder used (Gotterkenntnis) was very strongly associated with a neo-pagan trend in the vo¨lkisch movement, given 'Mathilde Ludendorff's science-based religious views [were] called Gotterkenntnis.'
39
When it came to unity, the individual was given purpose through nationalism, by finding a place in the Volksgemeinschaft (the community of the nation-race), and the nation formed the 'great social whole.' While including a sense of the 'individual awake [ning] to the higher life,' Feder made such a revelation contingent upon the individual acting 'in the service of the whole community . . . within the framework of the national community.' This 'sense of community' was central, and only in realizing this was the individual given purpose. 40 There was no interconfessional or 'national religion' that would bridge the divide, but instead a stated opposition to any intertwining of confession and politics. 41 The common good of the German nation was the main focus, and Feder explicitly defined this nation by race when he complained that the Weimar Constitution only referred to '''German nationals,'' but ignores the concept ''German'' in the vo¨lkisch, or still more precisely, in the racial sense.' Arguably one of the best opportunities to discover Hitler's views on the programme was on 7 August 1920, when he gave a speech to a conference in Salzburg consisting of representatives from 'National Socialist parties' from across Europe. Hitler was preaching to the choir, and there was no need to hide or 'soften' the Party platform. 44 This meeting also came less than six months after the NSDAP Programme had been proclaimed, which meant that Hitler took the opportunity to explain it in some detail. 45 This not only included promoting the creation of a greater Germany or attacking the Jews but also land reform and the creation of a 'German law.' 46 Yet he neglected to mention positive Christianity, arguing that nationalism was the binding factor across all confessions. He described Point 24 Koehne 429 essentially in reverse order, arguing 'the last condition' of the Nazis was the rejection of:
the entire materialistic spirit . . . we stand the basic principle of Gemeinnutz vor dem Eigennutz at the top of all our thoughts and deeds. And here I would like to emphasise one thing. We reject every confessional struggle.
What he emphasized regarding the 'common good' was a racial-nationalist cohesion to overcome such divisions. In Hitler's address to his fellow Nazis the main point was that members of the Churches, whether Catholic or Protestant, 'are German and with every fibre of their hearts sympathise and suffer with the current calamity of the Volk, who are prepared for every sacrifice, regardless of which confession they belong to.' 47 Nationalism was not only paramount, it was the sole means of unity.
He went on to argue that National Socialists sought 'something binding,' and so had to leave aside 'everything divisive,' using the specific example of a division of the German 'north and south' to conclude 'to be national means to be German.' 48 Hitler had nothing to hide from these other Nazis, so what explains the absence of any discussion of 'positive Christianity'? If this author of the programme was not promoting it at this opportune point -addressing a group which included the other author, Drexler -arguably there was no comprehensive notion. This is certainly supported in Hitler's notes from the early years, from 1920-2, where he wrote out his own description of the content of the programme (see Table 1 ). 49 Unlike reports on speeches, these are near unfiltered pieces of evidence, and the explanation at the conference followed essentially the same structure as these later notes.
When Hitler himself wrote out the 'DAP' Programme (Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, German Workers' Party) the emphases were political and nationalist. The question of religion did not enter into his frame of reference, and Hitler did not conceive of it (or more specifically, of Christianity) as a significant part of the programme that he had co-written. Of course, this is not to discount the possibility that a discussion of religion could fall under one of these headings, but the notes give a strong sense of Hitler's priorities and perception of what the Nazis sought to achieve. 'Positive Christianity' was not one of them.
Steigmann-Gall argued that one is more likely to find the 'untempered' views of Nazis is the years prior to 1923, and held that the declaration in Mein Kampf that the Nazis should not engage in religious reformation was 'Hitler the politician' 
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Journal of Contemporary History 48(3) engaged in strategy. 50 Yet in the years leading up to Mein Kampf, his view on the programme was already vo¨lkisch and political. He was either very strategic in these early years, or he genuinely believed the Nazis had little interest in religion, except as it impacted on NSDAP goals or offended the morals of the 'Germanic race.' In all probability, it was a combination of these, and non-interference in religious matters had been a part of the policy of the DAP since 1919. 51 Indeed, the first reference we have to 'positive Christianity' in the evidence that remains on Hitler's early speeches was in arguing that the NSDAP should not be drawn into attacking religious confessions, referring particularly to the His own early notes (Table 1 ) fit with the point that Richard Evans emphasized with respect to Hitler's views on 'attempts to turn Nazism into a religion,' the 1938 description of National Socialism as 'a vo¨lkisch-political doctrine that grew out of exclusively racist insights.' 54 In this same speech he called it 'a cool doctrine of reality based on the sharpest scientific knowledge' to encapsulate the idea that National Socialism was grounded in the concrete world, not in the abstract world of the 'spiritual.' This matches the programme outlines, which consistently began with nationalism and the 'Jewish question.' This can also be seen in Mein Kampf.
Steigmann-Gall argued that Hitler opposed 'sectarian warfare' but also 'plainly stated his belief that a pre-existing variety of Christianity [Protestantism] already held up to his racialist scrutiny.' 55 Except that it did not. One can certainly agree with Steigmann-Gall's point that Hitler viewed Protestantism as nationalistic, but by using only sections of the relevant quotations he has changed the meaning of the original.
When one looks to the sections from Mein Kampf cited as evidence, Hitler was making the opposite point. Protestantism was a 'better defender of Germanism, in so far as this is grounded in its genesis and later tradition; it fails, however, in the moment when this defence of national interests must take place in a province which is either absent from the general line of its ideological world and traditional development, or is for some reason rejected.' 56 The italicized sections are missing from The Holy Reich, and Steigmann-Gall went on to the next sentence, which he also cut short:
Protestantism will always stand up for the advancement of all Germanism as such, as long as matters of inner purity or national deepening as well as German freedom are involved, since all these things have a firm foundation in its own being; but it combats with the greatest hostility any attempt to rescue the nation from the embrace of its most 
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Hitler was arguing that while Protestantism was more nationalistic than Catholicism, it specifically did not hold up 'to his racialist scrutiny.' It failed on the single most important point, the 'Jewish question. ' Hitler went on to point this out in the very next line: 'Yet here we are facing the question without whose solution all other attempts at a German reawakening or resurrection are and remain absolutely senseless and impossible.' 57 Hitler had came to this through a discussion of the ways in which the clergy were not supportive enough of the German race, that is, they did not place the concerns of the nation-race above those of the Church. The whole discussion began where it ended: 'In the Jewish question . . . do not both denominations today take a standpoint which corresponds neither to the requirements of the nation nor to the real needs of religion?' Hitler emphasized this lack of concern for questions of importance to the 'race' applied to both denominations. In his eyes this was due to 'defending an abstract idea as such.' 58 He denounced such 'abstract' notions defended at the expense of the German nation, whereby 'all purely national vital necessities are judged exclusively' from the standpoint of such 'rigid and purely doctrinaire' concepts. This brought him to 'the weak defence of German interests by a part of the clergy,' which was located in the 'inadequate education in Germanism from childhood up' and 'unlimited submission to an idea which has become an idol.' He argued that clergy had to become 'objective' towards their religion and 'subjective' to their nation, so that the interests of the German race were defended first and foremost. 59 Hitler's solution was fairly simple. To solve this 'inadequate education in national sentiment and resultant lack of devotion to our nation' required raising Germans up in Germanism: 'Then in a short time it will be seen that (presupposing, of course, a radically national government) in Germany, as in Ireland, Poland or France, the Catholic will always be a German.' 60 Hitler believed that 'the mightiest proof' that nationalism could overcome religious divisions existed in the Great War:
Whether Protestant pastor or Catholic priest, both together contributed infinitely . . . In these years and particularly at the first flare, there really existed in both camps but a single holy German Reich, for whose existence and future each man turned to his own heaven. Koehne 433 Hitler certainly believed there should not be confessional strife, but his solution was a cohesive vo¨lkisch movement, united in racist nationalism and not splintered by confessional issues that 'lie outside the frame of its political work.' 62 This was not the call to join together under a 'shared religion,' but to serve the nation regardless of confession.
His perception of race meant that denominational issues were irrelevant, when the key question was 'whether the Aryan man is preserved for the earth or dies out.' Hence, the 'vo¨lkisch-minded' had 'the most sacred duty, each in his own confession, to ensure that people stop just talking superficially of God's will, but also actually fulfil God's will, and not let God's work be desecrated. ' 63 People could remain in their 'own confession' so long as they worked to preserve 'the Aryan man.' What taught Catholics and Protestants 'mutually to respect and esteem one another' in the Nazi movement was not shared religious faith but racial antisemitism: a battle against the common foe of the 'Aryans.' 64 Such notions followed a longer tradition in vo¨lkisch thought, and the second of Theodor Fritsch's 'German Commandments' read: 'You shall know that you, along with all of your fellow Germans regardless of faith or political opinion, have one common intransigent adversary. He is called Jew.' 65 The question that Hitler believed the Pan-German movement should have asked in Austria was not one of a common religion, but 'Is the preservation of Austrian Germanism possible under a Catholic faith or not?' If the answer was yes, then they should not have interfered. 66 As in Rosenberg's commentary, Germanism and the preservation of the Aryan race were the major concerns, and Hitler believed both denominations were failing. They failed through not putting national interests first (including above interconfessional strife), and through their failure to protect 'Aryan' blood. He held the work of God was specifically race: 'God's will gave men their form, their essence and their abilities. Anyone who destroys His work is declaring war on the Lord's creation, the divine will.' 67 At times he conflated this 'divine will' and 'Nature,' or the 'commands' of 'Eternal Nature' and the 'will of the Almighty Creator.' 68 As he put it in the same 1938 speech cited above: 'Our ''cult'' is exclusively: cultivation of the natural and hence also that [which is] divinely ordained.'
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On these grounds he held that Protestants and Catholics were not fulfilling the will of God, as they placed Christian universalism above racial concerns. Hitler saw this as a betrayal of the German nation, especially given his perspective that 'The sin against blood and race is the original sin of this world.' 70 This clarifies his repeated assertions that he fought for 'the will of the Almighty Creator.' An apt example is when Hitler supported celibacy 'to put an end to the constant and continuous original sin of racial poisoning, and to give the Almighty Creator beings such as He Himself created.' 71 Such a view on 'original sin' indicates religion viewed through a racial lens, and the failure of both confessions was indicated in his description of 'Jewish bastardisation':
Systematically these black parasites . . . defile our inexperienced young blonde girls and thereby destroy something which can no longer be replaced in this world. Both, yes, both Christian denominations look on indifferently at this desecration and destruction of a noble and unique living creature, given to the earth by God's grace. 72 In another section of Mein Kampf, Hitler continued this theme that the Churches were committing sins against race by allowing 'contamination of our blood. ' Writing that the institution of marriage must 'produce images of the Lord and not monstrosities halfway between man and ape,' he promoted eugenics concepts of 'breed[ing] the best for posterity.' In line with this, he wrote that the Churches were too focused on the spiritual, and not enough on the racial-biological, arguing 'if our Churches also sin against the image of the Lord, whose importance they still so highly emphasise,' it was 'entirely because of the line of their present activity which speaks always of the spirit and lets its bearer, the man, degenerate into a depraved proletarian.' He also advocated an essential physical-spiritual link, where racial degeneration led to consequences like the 'small effect of the Christian faith' in Germany and 'terrible ''godlessness''', to a 'physically botched and hence spiritually degenerate rabble.' 73 He felt strongly enough about this point to repeat it, arguing that if the 'fertility of the healthiest bearers of the nationality' were to be 'consciously and systematically' supported, it would lead to a race that had 'eliminated the germs of our Koehne 435 present physical and hence spiritual decay.' 74 In his view it would be more in line with Jesus' intentions to produce a eugenically healthy German race, than to focus on missionary work:
It would be more in keeping with the intention of the noblest man in this world if our two Christian churches . . . would kindly, but in all seriousness, teach our European humanity that where parents are not healthy it is a deed pleasing to God to take pity on a poor little healthy orphan child . . . than themselves to give birth to a sick child . . .
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What we have then is a consistent emphasis that the 'non-confessional' position of Point 24 did not advocate religious syncretism, but racial-nationalist syncretism. It represented opposition to the intertwining of confession and politics, and did not refer to a 'national religion' or an attempt to unite the confessions under any 'banner' except that of the Nazis -which was 'national, social, and antisemitic.'
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The interests of Germanism, of the 'Aryan,' were to be placed above those of any given denomination. When Hitler spoke of his own notion of the common banner in 1920, this was clear:
the Jews.' As he described it by 1921 this was an infection of the German Volk that introduced the 'poison' of 'foreign' mammonism: the originating 'germ of this racial illness' was solely 'the Jew.' 79 The stated battle against the 'Jewish-materialist spirit' in Point 24 most probably derived from Dietrich Eckart's earlier work on 'Jewishness within and without us.' As depicted in an early account of his life, Eckart held a 'mystical-Germanic worldview' and was interested mostly in the inner battle within each individual between the 'the forces of this world and the next,' though also in Christ, the 'ancient Mayan teachings' and the 'teachings of the ancient Indians.' 80 Yet Hitler stood on the racial side of the divide that Barbara Lane identified between Eckart and Rosenberg. She described the two principally by their antisemitism, arguing 'Rosenberg's antisemitism was overwhelmingly biological' meaning that Jews 'were a distinct race, from whose racial characteristics religious, political and cultural consequences could be deduced.' Eckart's notions on antisemitism included the idea: '''Jewishness'' was not a racial condition but a spiritual one. In part, ''Jewishness'' was defined by religion; the Jews are those . . . who do not believe in a life after death . . . ' For Eckart the expression 'Jewishness within and without us' meant that each individual was a 'little bit ''Jewish'': that men must seek to overcome ''Jewishness'' not only around them but also within themselves' -what he meant by this specifically was that the Jewish spirit represented materialism.
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Steigmann-Gall depicted this more as a general concern with religious categories, based on the idea that Eckart's phrase as it appeared in Point 24 'implied a religious element in the Nazi typology and suggested the Jewish ''problem'' was not solely racial.' While agreeing that race was given 'ontological priority' he argued that many Nazis 'commingled racial and religious categories,' leading to a 'dualism of Christian-Aryan and Jew-Semite.' 82 This is a problematic assertion when we come to Hitler, given he refused to apply religious categories to the Jews: 'the Jews are definitely a race and not a religious community.' Koehne 437
Englishman,' the same opinion held by Hitler. 85 Hitler used the term 'protective cloak' (Schutzdecke) to describe the same notion as Fritsch, arguing 'the Jew' had always formed a state within a state, 'under the disguise of a ''religious community,'' only dropping this 'protective cloak' when 'he felt strong enough.' 86 He also rejected antisemitism that drew on religious categories.
While influenced by the Austrian Christian Socialists, especially Karl Lueger, he rejected their 'sham antisemitism' and the 'struggle against the Jews on a religious basis,' arguing that 'a splash of baptismal water' constantly undermined religious antisemitism. 87 Hitler sought 'a serious scientific treatment of the whole problem.' 88 Hence, his support for the Pan-German movement: 'its antisemitism was based on a correct understanding of the importance of the racial problem, and not on religious ideas.' 89 He concluded that the NSDAP should combine the best elements of Scho¨nerer's Pan-German nationalism, with its racial antisemitism, and Lueger's methods for building a mass movement. 90 Hitler was directly (and clearly) opposing a religious understanding of the 'Jewish question.' Simply put, it was not harsh enough. He did not want a co-mingling of religious and racial categories when it came to the Jews, it had to be a 'scientific' antisemitism built on 'racial knowledge.' 91 One could not find a more direct expression of this than in the index to Mein Kampf, where the first entry on antisemitism read: 'Antisemitism: false (on a religious basis).' 92 As Lane noted, the 'pervasive dualism' in 'Jewishness in and around us' was that: 'Not only the individual but also the nation is wracked by the battle between the spiritual and the material, between Jew and non-Jew, yet ''life'' depends on the perpetuation of the struggle . . . ' 93 This made it essentially impossible to fully overcome 'the Jew within.' Already by 1920 Hitler attacked this perspective, arguing that it must have first been 'a Jew' who came up with the 'train of thought' that one had to 'gradually deepen the scientific knowledge of the danger of Jewry' so that 'the individual begins on the basis of this knowledge to expel the Jew from himself.' 94 He could be even more aggressive. In 1922, he openly mocked such a view in a speech that was published on the front page of the Vo¨lkischer Beobachter (VB, from December 1920, the official Nazi newspaper). He argued that the 'hostility towards the Jews was a necessary consequence of the entirely different racial composition between Aryans and Jews,' going on to argue that Jews were purely destructive and materialist, unable to possess 'idealism' like Aryans-for whom adherence to the purely temporal would be 'an inner falsification.' On these grounds he attacked the notion, advocated by a speaker for the Bavarian Peoples' Party, that 'One has to kill the ''Jew in oneself'' . . . No. The tangible agent of the Jewish spirit, the living Jew, must be expelled. That is positive antisemitism.'
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It is clear that Hitler disagreed with Eckart's notion that 'Jewishness in and around us' was a 'quality inherent in every folk' and 'essential to life itself.' Eckart held 'Jewishness' was 'the condition of worldly existence' and the Jews 'a necessary evil' because: 'Jewishness belongs to the organism of mankind as . . . certain bacteria belong to the human body, and just as necessarily as these.' 96 Hitler took a hard-line racialist approach to the 'Jewish-materialist spirit.' He had described the Jews as a 'racial tuberculosis' in his letter to Gemlich in 1919, and he returned to this theme at the Nazi conference on 7 August 1920. Hitler addressed this aspect of Point 24 specifically under 'Our attitude to the Jewish question,' the key point that would decide:
whether our Volk first and foremost is restored to health again in its very essence (innerlich), whether the Jewish spirit also truly disappears. Because do not think, that you are able to combat an illness, without killing the virus, without killing the bacillus, and do not think, that you are able to combat the racial tuberculosis, without taking care that the Volk is free of the germ of the racial tuberculosis. The effect of the Jews (Judentum) will never die away, and the poisoning of the Volk will not end, so long as the virus, the Jew, is not expelled from our midst (applause).
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Mammonism was 'Jewish,' not German, a point that became obvious in his discussion of Gemeinnutz (examined below). The 'Jewish-materialist spirit within' did not imply 'a religious element' for Hitler, it was a racial illness of the German people to be fought in the first instance through expelling the Jews. The 'Jewish spirit' could still be present in the German nation amongst their 'own bad elements,' but the struggle against such was to be taken up after the Jews were expelled.
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Shortly before his speech at the Nazi conference, Hitler had expressed the same view in a private letter, arguing (as in the Gemlich letter) that the 'Jewish question' was to be solved not through 'emotional antisemitism' but through a 'level-headed recognition of reality.' 99 In this view, this was reality: 'The Jew is, as the ferment of 
